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Empowered by technology
For us, technology is the driving force of progress. Progress that secures a more sustainable future for our customers, their assets and for society.
Discover Now





Unlock the Power of Data
Elevate your asset integrity with unmatched data accuracy and unparalleled expertise.
Discover Now
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Technology and competence for a sustainable future
Discover Now





Education and Training
We must constantly adapt to new regulations, technologies and best practices, which requires continuous education and training.
Discover Now
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For over 40 years, we have ensured that our customers can realize the full potential of their assets. Our passion for innovation drives us to develop cutting-edge technology solutions that deliver profound insights, extend asset life, and optimize performance. Our deep expertise across diverse technology fields, combined with advanced digital and AI capabilities, ensures that you make the best decisions for your unique needs. We don't just offer solutions, we offer a trusted partnership for maximizing the value of your assets.







Newsroom
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Latest News
Successful Pipeline Life Extension Within Active Landslide
Numerous factors can cause bending loads, including landslides. In this case, an operator experienced pipe movement on one of their assets due to a landslide. This particular pipeline had the added risk due to its vicinity to a river crossing. 

Read more

13 Mar 2024
Connection Established – Knowledge Transfer Started: Creation Day 2024
 

Read more

11 Mar 2024
Consistency Check of EMAT-C Data Evaluation
 

Read more









Solutions for Various Business Fields
We specialize in safeguarding industrial assets worldwide, ensuring their safety and productivity. Drawing on decades of experience in pipeline inspection, we extend our expertise to assist plant and terminal operators as well as clients across the energy industry, in navigating the transition to sustainable energy solutions.



Oil and Gas
Assets in the oil and gas industry face a variety of challenges and threats. With our wide-ranging expertise, our large tool fleet and our technology portfolio, we can help you meet these challenges.

Read more
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Future Fuels
Our goal is to enable the pipeline industry to be ready for future fuels such as hydrogen, carbon dioxide or ammonia. By providing a roadmap with practical processes and approaches for the introduction of these energy sources in to the existing grid, we continue to provide operators with innovative solutions for our safe and sustainable future.

Read more
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Mining
We support you with a range of mining solutions to meet even the most demanding challenges.

Read more
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Offshore
We provide innovative solutions for internal and external inspection, maintenance and monitoring of various offshore assets.
Read more
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A comprehensive view 
Maintaining industrial assets and infrastructure can only be ensured through a comprehensive understanding of current and predicted future conditions. To develop effective strategies, taking into account regulations as well as the proper use of technologies and methods and their effectiveness, we follow a holistic approach – the plan, do, check, act and set process. Due to the modularity of this process, it can be adapted to any task of operators without losing sight of the big picture.
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Never stop inventing
We thrive on progress and are therefore constantly working to further develop our technologies and create new solutions that pave the way to an even safer and more sustainable future. Our research and development work and manufacturing capacities enable us to respond flexibly to customer requirements and offer tailored solutions for a wide range of challenges.
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History of Innovation and Technology 
To meet the challenges of today and the future, and to set new standards, we need courage, a great culture, and people with the expertise and passion to make it a reality. Our journey began as a one-person operation in 1981, has seen us evolve and grow rapidly. Today, we are a global team of more than 4,000 dedicated professionals operating in over 110 countries, all committed to serving customers' unique needs and driving progress together.

Read more
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Company Direction
With our goal to be the leader in the businesses we serve, it is our primary aim to add value to our customers’ operations and contribute to their sustained success. As a data-driven technology group, it is a key part of our strategy to drive innovation and solve complex customer challenges with cutting-edge technologies while achieving a sustainable impact to protect people and the environment.

Read more







Latest Success Stories
Read through our latest articles and case studies and learn how we deal with a variety of challenges and draw benefits for our customers.
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Join our global team! 
Are you looking for a new challenge, the next career move or your first role on the career ladder? We offer a range of exciting and flexible roles around the world.
Read more
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Stay informed

Join our newsletter to stay up-to-date with our innovative technologies.
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